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Abstract
By exhibiting the corresponding Lax pair representations we propose a wide class of integrable
two-dimensional (2D) fermionic Toda lattice (TL) hierarchies which includes the 2D N = (2|2)
and N = (0|2) supersymmetric TL hierarchies as particular cases. Performing their reduction
to the one-dimensional case by imposing suitable constraints we derive the corresponding 1D
fermionic TL hierarchies. We develop the generalized graded R-matrix formalism using the
generalized graded bracket on the space of graded operators with an involution generalizing
the graded commutator in superalgebras, which allows one to describe these hierarchies in the
framework of the Hamiltonian formalism and construct their first two Hamiltonian structures.
The first Hamiltonian structure is obtained for both bosonic and fermionic Lax operators while
the second Hamiltonian structure is established for bosonic Lax operators only. We propose the
graded modified Yang-Baxter equation in the operator form and demonstrate that for the class
of graded antisymmetric R-matrices it is equivalent to the tensor form of the graded classical
Yang-Baxter equation.
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1 Introduction
The Toda lattice (TL) is one of the most important families of models in the theory of integrable
systems. Its various generalizations and supersymmetric extensions, having deep implications
in modern mathematical physics, have been the subject of intense investigations during the last
decades.
The 2D TL hierarchy was first studied in [1, 2], and at present two different nontrivial
supersymmetric extensions of 2D TL are known. They are the N = (2|2) [3]-[12] and N = (0|2)
[12, 9] supersymmetric TL hierarchies that possess a different number of supersymmetries and
contain the N = (2|2) and N = (0|2) TL equations as subsystems. Quite recently, the 2D
generalized fermionic TL equations have been introduced [11] and their two reductions related
to the N = (2|2) and N = (0|2) supersymmetric TL equations were considered. In the present
paper, we describe a wide class of integrable two-dimensional fermionic Toda lattice hierarchies
– 2D fermionic (K+, K−)-TL hierarchies, which includes the 2D N = (2|2) and N = (0|2)
supersymmetric TL hierarchies as particular cases and contains the 2D generalized fermionic
TL equations as a subsystem.
The Hamiltonian description of the 2D TL hierarchy has been constructed only quite re-
cently in the framework of the R-matrix approach in [13], where the new R-matrix associated
with splitting of algebra given by a pair of difference operators was introduced. In the present
paper, we adapt this R-matrix to the case of Z2-graded operators and derive the bi-Hamiltonian
structure of the 2D fermionic (K+, K−)-TL hierarchy.
Remarkably, in solving this problem the generalized graded bracket (5) on the space of
graded operators with an involution finds its new application. This bracket was introduced in
[14], where it was observed that the N = (1|1) supersymmetric 2D TL hierarchy had a natural
Lax-pair representation in terms of this bracket which allowed one to derive the dispersionless
N = (1|1) 2D TL hierarchy and its Lax representation. In the present paper, the generalized
graded bracket is used to describe the 2D fermionic (K+, K−)-TL hierarchy and define its
two Hamiltonian structures. Moreover, we demonstrate that the classical graded Yang-Baxter
equation [15] has an equivalent operator representation in terms of the generalized graded
bracket. All these facts attest that this bracket has a fundamental meaning and allows a broad
spectrum of applications in modern mathematical physics.
This paper is the extended version of [16]. The structure of the paper is as follows.
In Sec. 2, we define the space of the Z2-graded difference operators with the involution and
recall the generalized graded bracket [14] and its properties.
In Sec. 3, we give a theoretical background of the R-matrix method generalized to the case
of the Z2-graded difference operators. We define the R-matrix on the associative algebra g of
the Z2-graded difference operators, derive the graded modified Yang-Baxter equation and using
the generalized graded bracket obtain two Poisson brackets for the functionals on g† = g. The
proper properties of the Poisson brackets thus obtained are provided by the properties of the
generalized graded bracket. Thus, for the Z2-graded difference operators of odd (even) parity
this bracket defines odd (even) first Poisson bracket. The second Poisson bracket is found only
for even difference operators which in this case are compatible with the first Poisson bracket.
Using these Poisson brackets one can define the Hamiltonian equations that can equivalently
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be rewritten in terms of the Lax-pair representation. The basic results of Sec. 3 are formulated
as Theorem.
In Sec. 4, using the generalized graded bracket we propose a new 2D fermionic (K+, K−)-
TL hierarchy in terms of the Lax-pair representation and construct the algebra of its flows.
Then we present the explicit expression for its flows and show that all known up to now 2D TL
equations can be derived from this hierarchy as subsystems.
In Sec. 5, we consider the reduction of the 2D fermionic (K+, K−)-TL hierarchy to the
1D space and reproduce the 1D generalized fermionic TL equations [11] as the first flow of the
reduced hierarchy with additional constraint imposed.
In Secs. 6 and 7, we apply the results of Sec. 3 to derive the Hamiltonian structures of the
1D and 2D fermionic (K+, K−)-TL hierarchies. Following [13] we use the R-matrix which acts
nontrivially on the space of the direct sum of two difference operators and derive two different
Hamiltonian structures of the 2D fermionic (K+, K−)-TL hierarchy. The first Hamiltonian
structure is obtained for both even and odd values of (K+, K−) while the second one is found
for even values of (K+, K−) only. We perform their Dirac reduction and demonstrate that in
general the Dirac brackets for the second Hamiltonian structure are nonlocal but for the case of
the fermionic (2, 2)-TL hierarchy they become local. As an example, we give the explicit form
of the first and second Hamiltonian structures for the fermionic 1D (2,2)-TL hierarchy.
In Sec. 8, we briefly summarize the main results obtained in this paper and point out open
problems. In Appendices, we clarify some technical aspects.
2 Space of difference operators
In this section, we define the space of difference operators which will play an important role in
our consideration. These operators can be represented in the following general form:
Om =
∞∑
k=−∞
f
(m)
k,j e
(k−m)∂ , m, j ∈ Z, (1)
parameterized by the functions f
(m)
2k,j (f
(m)
2k+1,j) which are the Z2-graded bosonic (fermionic) lattice
fields with the lattice index j (j ∈ Z) and the Grassmann parity defined by index k
d
f
(m)
k,j
= |k| mod 2.
ek∂ is the shift operator whose action on the lattice fields results into a discrete shift of a lattice
index
el∂f
(m)
k,j = f
(m)
k,j+le
l∂ . (2)
The shift operator has Z2-parity defined as
d′el∂ = |l| mod 2.
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The operators Om (1) admit the diagonal Z2-parity
dOm = df(m)
k,j
+ d′
e(k−m)∂
= |m| mod 2 (3)
and the involution
O
∗
m =
∞∑
k=−∞
(−1)kf
(m)
k,j e
(k−m)∂ .
In what follows we also need the projections of the operators Om defined as
(Om)6p =
∑
k6p+m
fk,j e
(k−m)∂ , (Om)>p =
∑
k>p+m
fk,j e
(k−m)∂
and we will use the usual notation for the projections (Om)+ := (Om)>0 and (Om)− :=
(Om)<0. Note that e
l∂ is a conventional form for the shift operators defined in terms of infinite-
dimensional matrices (el∂)i,j ≡ δi,j−l, and there is an isomorphism between operators (1) and
infinite-dimensional matrices (see e.g. [17])
Om =
∞∑
k=−∞
f
(m)
k,j e
(k−m)∂ → (Om)j,i ≡
∞∑
k=−∞
f
(m)
k,j δj,i−k+m.
In the operator space (1) one can extract two subspaces which are of great importance in
our further consideration
O
±
K±
=
∞∑
k=0
f±k,j
±(K±−k)∂ , K± ∈ N. (4)
The operators of the subspaces O±
K±
form associative algebras with the multiplication (2). Using
this fact we define on these subspaces the generalized graded algebra with the bracket [14]
[O, O˜} := O O˜− (−1)dOdO˜ O˜∗(dO) O∗(dO˜), (5)
where the operators O and O˜ belong to the subspaces O+
K+
(O−
K−
), and O∗(m) denotes the
m-fold action of the involution ∗ on the operator O, (O∗(2) = O). Bracket (5) generalizes the
(anti)commutator in superalgebras and satisfies the following properties [14]:
symmetry
[O, O˜} = −(−1)dOdO˜ [O˜∗(dO),O∗(dO˜)}, (6)
derivation
[O, O˜ Ô} = [O, O˜} Ô+ (−1)dOdO˜ O˜∗(dO)[O∗(dO˜), Ô}, (7)
and Jacobi identity
(−1)dOdÔ [[O, O˜∗(dO)}, Ô∗(dO+dO˜)}+ (−1)dO˜dO [[O˜, Ô∗(dO˜)}, O∗(dO˜+dÔ)}
+ (−1)dÔdO˜ [[Ô, O∗(dÔ)}, O˜∗(dÔ+dO)} = 0. (8)
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For the operators Om (1) we define the supertrace
strO =
∞∑
j=−∞
(−1)jf
(m)
m,j . (9)
In what follows we assume suitable boundary conditions for the functions f
(m)
k,j in order the
main property of supertraces
str[O, O˜} = 0 (10)
be satisfied for the case of the generalized graded bracket (5).
3 R-matrix formalism
In this section, we develop a theoretical background of the R-matrix method adapted to the
case of the operator space (1).
Let g be an associative algebra of the operators from the space (1) with the invariant
non-degenerate inner product
< O, O˜ >= str(OO˜)
using which one can identify the algebra g with its dual g†. We set the following Poisson
bracket:
{f, g}(O) = − < O, [∇g, (∇f)∗(∇dg)} >, (11)
where f, g are functionals on g, and ∇f and ∇g are their gradients at the point O which are
related with f, g through the inner product
∂f(O + ǫδO)
∂ǫ
∣∣∣∣
ǫ=0
= < δO,∇f(O) > .
Note that the proper properties of the Poisson bracket (11) follow from the properties (6–8)
of the generalized bracket (5) and are strictly determined by the Z2-parity of the operator O.
Thus, one has symmetry
{f, g} = −(−1)(df+dO)(dg+dO){g, f}, (12)
derivation
{f, gh} = {f, g}h+ (−1)dg(df+dO)g{f, h}, (13)
and Jacobi identity
(−1)(df+dO)(dh+dO){{f, g}, h}+ (−1)(dg+dO)(df+dO){{g, h}, f}
+(−1)(dh+dO)(dg+dO){{h, f}, g} = 0. (14)
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Therefore, for the even operator O one has a usual (even) Z2-graded Poisson bracket, while
for the operators with odd diagonal parity dO (3) eq. (11) defines the odd Z2-graded Poisson
bracket (antibracket).
Having defined the Poisson bracket we proceed with the search for the hierarchy of flows
generated by this bracket using Hamiltonians. Therefore, we need to determine an infinite
set of functionals which should be in involution to play the role of Hamiltonians. For Poisson
bracket (11) one can find an infinite set of Hamiltonians in a rather standard way
Hk =
1
k
strOk∗ =
1
k
∞∑
i=−∞
(−1)if
(km)
km,i , (15)
where Ok∗ is defined as
(O)2k∗ := (O
∗(dO)O)k, (O)2k+1∗ := O (O)
2k
∗ . (16)
For the odd operators O eq. (15) defines only fermionic nonzero functionals H2k+1, since in
this case even powers of the operators O have the following representation:
dO = 1 : (O)
2k
∗ = (1/2[(O)
∗,O})k ≡ 1/2[((O)2k−1∗ )
∗,O} (17)
and all the bosonic Hamiltonians are trivial (H2k = 0 ) like the supertrace of the generalized
graded bracket.
The functionals (15) are obviously in involution but produce a trivial dynamics. Actually,
the functionals Hk (15) are the Casimir operators of the Poisson bracket (11), so the Poisson
bracket of Hk with any other functional is equal to zero as an output (due to the relation
∇Hk+1 = O
k
∗). Nevertheless, it is possible to modify the Poisson bracket (11) in such a way
that the new Poisson bracket would produce nontrivial equations of motion using the same
Hamiltonians (15) and these Hamiltonians are in involution with respect to the modified Poisson
bracket as well. Let us introduce the modified generalized graded bracket on the space (1)
[O, O˜}R := [R(O), O˜}+ [O, R(O˜)}, (18)
where the R-matrix is a linear map R: g→ g such that the bracket (18) satisfies the properties
(6–8). One can verify that the Jacobi identities (8) for the bracket (18) can equivalently be
rewritten in terms of the generalized graded bracket (5)
(−1)dOdÔ [[O, O˜∗(dO)}R, Ô
∗(d
O
+d
O˜
)}R + cycle perm. =
(−1)dOdÔ [R([O, O˜∗(dO)}R)− [R(O), R(O˜
∗(d
O
))}, Ô∗(dO+dO˜)}+ cycle perm. = 0.
Thus, one can conclude that a sufficient condition for R to be the R-matrix is the validity of
the following equation:
R([O, O˜}R)− [R(O), R(O˜)} = α[O, O˜}, (19)
where α is an arbitrary constant. One can show (see Appendix A) that for the case of graded
antisymmetric operators R eq. (19) at α = 1 represents the operator form of the graded
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classical Yang-Baxter equation [15]. Following the terminology of [18] we call eq. (19) the
graded modified Yang-Baxter equation. Equation (19) is the generalization of the graded
modified classical Yang-Baxter equation discussed in paper [19] for the case of space of graded
operators (1).
With the new bracket (18) one can define the corresponding new Poisson bracket on dual g†:
{f, g}1(O) = − 1/2 < O, [∇g, (∇f)
∗(d∇g)}R >
≡
1
2
< (−1)d∇gdOR(∇g)∗(dO)[O∗(d∇g), (∇f)∗(d∇g)}
− [O,∇g}R((∇f)∗(d∇g)) > . (20)
With respect to the dependence of the r.h.s of (20) on the point O this is a linear bracket.
Without going into details we introduce also bi-linear bracket for bosonic graded operators OB
( dOB = 0) as follows:
{f, g}2(OB) = − 1/4 < [OB,∇g}R((∇f)
∗(d∇g)O
∗(d∇f+d∇g)
B
+ O
∗(d∇g)
B (∇f)
∗(d∇g))− R(∇gO
∗(d∇g)
B
+ OB∇g)[O
∗(d∇g)
B , (∇f)
∗(d∇g)} > . (21)
We did not succeed in constructing the bi-linear bracket for the case of fermionic operators OF
( dOF = 1). The bracket (20) is obviously the Poisson bracket if R is an R-matrix on g. The
bi-linear bracket (21) becomes Poisson bracket under more rigorous constraints which can be
found in the following
Theorem. a) Linear bracket (20) is the Poisson bracket if R obeys the graded modified
Yang-Baxter equation (19);
b) the bi-linear bracket (21) is the Poisson bracket if R and its graded antisymmetric part
1/2(R− R†) obey the graded modified Yang-Baxter equation (19) with the same α;
c) if O = OB, then these two Poisson brackets are compatible;
d) the Casimir operators Hk (15) of the bracket (11) are in involution with respect to both
linear (20) and bi-linear (21) Poisson brackets;
e) the Hamiltonians Hk 6= 0 (15) generate evolution equations
∂kO = {Hk+1,O}1 = 1/2[R((∇Hk+1)
∗(dO)),O},
∂kOB = {Hk,OB}2 = 1/4[R(∇HkOB +OB∇Hk),OB} (22)
via the brackets (20) and (21), respectively, which connect the Lax-pair and Hamiltonian rep-
resentations.
Proof. a). This is a summary of the above discussion on the linear bracket.
b). Using the property of cyclic permutations inside the supertrace one can easily verify that the
symmetry property {f, g}2 = −(−1)
df dg{g, f}2 holds. Verification of the Jacobi identities for
the bi-linear bracket amounts to straightforward and tedious calculations which are presented
in Appendix B.
c). These two Poisson brackets are obviously compatible. Indeed, a deformation of the point
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OB −→ OB + b on the dual g
†, where b is an arbitrary constant operator, transforms (21) into
the sum of two Poisson brackets
{f, g}2(OB + b) = {f, g}2(OB) + b{f, g}1(OB).
d). Substituting the expressions for Hamiltonians (15) into eqs. (20) and (21) and taking into
account that ∇Hk+1 = O
k
∗ it is easily to check that the Casimirs of the bracket (11) are in
involution with respect to both the Poisson structures (20) and (21).
e). Using cyclic permutations inside the supertrace operation let us rewrite both the Poisson
brackets (20) and (21) in the following general form:
{f, g}i(O) =< Pi(O)∇g, (∇f)
∗(d∇g) >, i = 1, 2,
where Pi(O) is the Poisson tensor corresponding to the bracket {.., ..}i
P1(O)∇g = −1/2([O, R(∇g)}+R
†([O,∇g]})),
P2(OB)∇g = 1/4([R(∇gOB +OB∇g),O
∗(d∇g)
B }
− OBR
†([OB,∇g})−R
†([OB,∇g})O
∗(d∇g)
B )
and the adjoint operator R† acts on the dual g†
< O, R(O˜) >=< R†(O), O˜ > .
The Hamiltonian vector field associated with Hamiltonian Hk is given by ∂kO = Pi(O)∇Hk.
Taking into account that [O,∇Hk} = 0 we arrive at the Lax-pair representations (22). 
Note that a similar Theorem when the shift operators and functions parameterizing the
difference operators O (1) have even Z2-parity was discussed in [18, 20, 21, 13].
For the graded modified Yang-Baxter equation (19) there is a particular class of solutions
which are useful in application. Suppose that the algebra g can be represented as a vector space
direct sum of two subalgebras
g = g+ ∔ g− : [g+, g+} ⊂ g+, [g−, g−} ⊂ g−.
Let P± be the projection operators on these subalgebras, P±g = g±, then one can easily verify
that R = P+ − P− satisfies the graded modified Yang-Baxter equation (19) at α = 1 and,
therefore, represents the R-matrix on g. Indeed, in this case the modified generalized graded
bracket (18)
[O, O˜}R = 2[(O)+, (O˜)+} − 2[(O)−, (O˜)−} (23)
obviously satisfies the Jacobi identities (8), since it determines the usual direct sum of two
subalgebras
[g±, g±}R ⊂ g±, [g+, g−}R = 0.
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4 2D fermionic (K+, K−)-Toda lattice hierarchy
In this section, we introduce the two-dimensional fermionic (K+, K−)-Toda lattice hierarchy in
terms of the Lax-pair representation.
Let us consider two difference operators L±
K±
L+
K+
=
∞∑
k=0
uk,ie
(K+−k)∂, L−
K−
=
∞∑
k=0
vk,ie
(k−K−)∂ , (24)
which obviously belong to the spaces (4). The lattice fields and the shift operator entering into
these operators have the following length dimensions: [uk,i] = −1/2k, [vk,i] = 1/2(k−K
+−K−)
and [ek∂] = −1/2k, respectively, so operators (24) are of equal length dimension, [L+
K+
] =
[L−
K−
] = −1/2K+. The dynamics of the fields uk,i, vk,i are governed by the Lax equations
expressed in terms of the generalized graded bracket (5) [14]
D±s L
α
Kα = ∓α(−1)
sKαK±[(((L±
K±
)s∗)−α)
∗(Kα), LαKα}, α = +,−, s ∈ N, (25)
where D±s are evolution derivatives with the Z2-parity defined as
dD±s = sK
± mod 2
and the length dimension [D+s ] = [D
−
s ] = −sK
+/2. The Lax equations (25) generate non-
Abelian (super)algebra of flows of the 2D fermionic (K+, K−)-TL hierarchy
[D±s , D
±
p } = (1− (−1)
spK±)D±s+p, [D
+
s , D
−
p } = 0.
The composite operators (L±
K±
)s∗ entering into the Lax equations (25) are defined by eq. (16)
and also belong to the spaces (4)
(L+
K+
)r∗ :=
∞∑
k=0
u
(r)
k,ie
(rK+−k)∂, (L−
K−
)r∗ :=
∞∑
k=0
v
(r)
k,ie
(k−rK−)∂.
Here u
(r)
k,i and v
(r)
k,i are functionals of the original fields and there are the following recursion
relations for them
u
(r+1)
p,i =
p∑
k=0
(−1)kK
+
u
(r)
k,iup−k,i−k+rK+, u
(1)
p,i = up,i,
v
(r+1)
p,i =
p∑
k=0
(−1)kK
−
v
(r)
k,ivp−k,i+k−rK−, v
(1)
p,i = vp,i.
Now using the Lax representation (25) and relations (7) and (16) one can derive the equations
of motion for the composite Lax operators
D±s (L
α
Kα)
r
∗ = ∓α(−1)
srKαK±[(((L±
K±
)s∗)−α)
∗(rKα), (LαKα)
r
∗}. (26)
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The Lax-pair representation (26) generates the following equations for the functionals
u
(r)
k,i , v
(r)
k,i :
D+s u
(r)
k,i =
k∑
p=1
((−1)rpK
++1u
(s)
p+sK+,iu
(r)
k−p,i−p
+ (−1)(k+p)sK
+
u
(r)
k−p,iu
(s)
p+sK+,i+p−k+rK+), (27)
D−s u
(r)
k,i =
sK−−1∑
p=0
((−1)(sK
−+p)rK+v
(s)
p,iu
(r)
p+k−sK−,i+p−sK−
− (−1)(k+p+1)sK
−
u
(r)
p+k−sK−,iv
(s)
p,i−p−k+sK−+rK+), (28)
D+s v
(r)
k,i =
sK+∑
p=0
((−1)(sK
++p)rK−u
(s)
p,iv
(r)
p+k−sK+,i−p+sK+
− (−1)(k+p+1)sK
+
v
(r)
p+k−sK+,iu
(s)
p,i+p+k−sK+−rK−), (29)
D−s v
(r)
k,i =
k∑
p=0
((−1)rpK
−+1v
(s)
p+sK−,iv
(r)
k−p,i+p
+ (−1)(k+p)sK
−
v
(r)
k−p,iv
(s)
p+sK−,i+k−p−rK−). (30)
It is assumed that in the right-hand side of eqs. (27–30) all the functionals u
(r)
k,i v
(r)
k,i with k < 0
should be set equal to zero.
Let us demonstrate that all known up to now 2D supersymmetric Toda lattice equations
can be derived from the system (27–30).
First, the 2D generalized fermionic Toda lattice equation discussed in [11] can be reproduced
from the system of equations (27–30) as a subsystem with additional reduction constraints
imposed. In order to see this, let us introduce the notation v0,i = di, v1,i = ρi, u1,i = γi, u2,i = ci
and consider eqs. (28) and (30) at K+ = K− = 2, r = s = 1. One obtains
D+1 di = di(ci − ci−2), D
−
1 γi = ρiu0,i−1 − ρi+2u0,i,
D−1 ci = diu0,i−2 − di+2u0,i − γiρi+1 − γi−1ρi,
D+1 ρi = ρi(ci − ci−1) + di+1γi − diγi−2, D
−
1 u0,i = 0. (31)
It is easy to check that after reduction u0,i = 1 eqs. (31) coincide with the 2D generalized
fermionic Toda lattice equations up to time redefinition D−1 → −D
−
1 .
Next, the N=(2|2) supersymmetric Toda lattice equation also belongs to the system (27–30).
In order to see that, let us consider eqs. (28) at K+ = K− = s = k = r = 1
D−1 u1,i = −u0,i−1v0,i − u0,iv0,i+1 (32)
and eqs. (29) at K+ = K− = s = r = 1, k = 0
D+1 v0,i = v0,i(u1,i − u1,i−1). (33)
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Then imposing the constraint u0,i = 1 and eliminating the fields u1,i from eqs. (32–33) one
obtains the N=(1|1) superfield form of the N=(2|2) supersymmetric Toda lattice equation
[6, 7, 8, 12]
D+1 D
−
1 ln v0,i = v0,i+1 − v0,i−1. (34)
Analogously, one can show that the consideration of eqs. (29) and (30) at K+ = 1, K− = 2,
s = r = 1 and k = 0, 1 leads to the N=(0|1) superfield form of the N=(0|2) supersymmetric
Toda lattice equation [12, 9] after imposing the reduction constrains u0,i = 1, v0,2i+1 = 0.
We call equations (25) for arbitrary (K+, K−) the 2D fermionic (K+, K−)-Toda lattice
hierarchy.
5 1D fermionic (K+, K−)-Toda lattice hierarchy
In this section, we consider the reduction of the 2D fermionic (K+, K−)-Toda lattice hierarchy
for even values of (K+, K−) to the 1D space.
Let (K+, K−) be even numbers. In this case the generalized graded bracket (5) between
two Z2-even operators turns into the usual commutator and eqs. (25) become
D±s L
α
Kα = [((L
±
K±
)s)±, L
α
Kα]. (35)
Following [22] for even (K+, K−) one can impose the reduction constraint on the Lax oper-
ators (24) as follows:
L+
K+
+ (L+
K+
)−1 = L−
K−
+ (L−
K−
)−1 ≡ LK+,K−, (36)
which leads to the following explicit form for the reduced Lax operator
LK+,K− =
K+∑
k=0
uk,ie
(K+−k)∂ +
K−−1∑
k=0
vk,ie
(k−K−)∂ ≡
K++K−∑
k=0
u˜k,ie
(K+−k)∂. (37)
Substituting the expressions for the reduced composite Lax operators L±
K±
= LK+,K−−(L
±
K±
)−1
into Lax equations (35) one can see that these equations become equivalent to the single Lax
equation on the reduced Lax operator
DsLK+,K− = [((LK+,K−)
s)+, LK+,K−] (38)
with D+s = −D
−
s = Ds. As a consequence of eq. (38) we have
Ds(LK+,K−)
r = [((LK+,K−)
s)+, (LK+,K−)
r].
At the reduction u0,i = 1 the 1D (2, 2)-TL hierarchy becomes that studied in detail in [11].
In this case, the representation (38) with the Lax operator
L2,2 = e
2∂ + γie
∂ + ci + ρie
−∂ + die
−2∂
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gives the following first flow:
D1di = di(ci − ci−2),
D1ρi = ρi(ci − ci−1) + di+1γi − diγi−2,
D1γi = ρi+2 − ρi,
D1ci = di+2 − di + γiρi+1 + γi−1ρi.
These are the 1D generalized fermionic Toda lattice equations [11] which possess the N = 4
supersymmetry.
6 Bi-Hamiltonian structure of 1D fermionic (K+, K−)-TL
hierarchy
In this section, we apply the R-matrix approach to build the bi-Hamiltonian structure of the
1D fermionic (K+, K−)-TL hierarchy and perform its Dirac reduction.
The space of operators O+
K+
(4) can obviously be split into the vector space direct sum,
OK+ = (OK+)+ ∔ (OK+)−. The R-matrix arising from this splitting
R = P+ − P−, R(OK+) = (OK+)+ − (OK+)−
obviously solves the graded modified Yang-Baxter equation (19) at α = 1. This R-matrix is not
graded antisymmetric, R 6= −R†; however, its graded antisymmetric part A = 1/2(R− R†) as
well as the R-matrix itself satisfy the graded modified Yang-Baxter equation (19). According to
the general Theorem of Section 3 this means that there exist two Poisson structures on g† = g.
Substituting the general form of operators L+
K+
(24) and
∇un,ξ = e
(n−K+)∂(−1)iδi,ξ
into (20) and (21) one can find the explicit form of the first and second Poisson brackets,
respectively,
{un,i, um,j}1 = (−1)
j(δ−
n,K+
+ δ−
m,K+
− 1)(un+m−K+,iδi,j+n−K+
− (−1)(m+K
+)(n+K++1)un+m−K+,j , δi,j−m+K+ (39)
and
{un,i, um,j}2 = − (−1)
j 1
2
[
un,ium,j(δi,j+n−K+ − (−1)
mδi,j−m+K+)
+
n+m∑
k=0
(δ+m,k − δ
−
m,k)
(
(−1)mkun+m−k,iuk,jδi,j+n−k
− (−1)m(n+k+1)uk,iun+m−k,jδi,j−m+k
)]
, (40)
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where
δ+n,m =
{
1, if n > m
0, if n ≤ m
, δ−n,m =
{
1, if n < m
0, if n ≥ m.
Let us remind that the second Poisson brackets are defined for even values of K+ only.
Our next goal is to perform the reduction of Poisson brackets (39–40) for the functions
parameterizing the operators L+
K+
(24) to the Poisson brackets corresponding to the reduced
operators (37)
LredK+,K− = e
K+∂ +
K++K−∑
k=1
uk,ie
(K+−k)∂,
where K+, K− are even numbers. Therefore, one needs to modify the Poisson brackets (39–40)
according to the reduction constraints
uk,i = 0, k > K
+ +K−,
u0,i = 1
}
for any i. (41)
We apply these reduction constraints in two steps. First, we note that for the first constraint
in (41) the reduction simply amounts to imposing constraint uk,i = 0 (k > K
+ +K−) due to
the observation that
{un,i, um,j}p
∣∣∣∣ uk,i=0,
k>K++K−
= 0, 0 ≤ n ≤ K+ +K−, m > K+ +K−, p = 1, 2. (42)
For the first Poisson brackets (39) relation (42) is obvious. One can derive eq. (42) for the
second Poisson brackets (40) if one divides the sum in (40) into three pieces
n+m∑
k=0
=
max(0,n+m−K+−K−−1)∑
k=0
+
min(n+m−1,K++K−)∑
k=max(1,n+m−K+−K−)
+
n+m∑
k=min(n+m,K++K−+1)
. (43)
Now it is easy to verify that the second sum in the r.h.s. of eq. (43) is the only sum which
could give a nonzero contribution to eq. (42), but it is equal to zero if 0 ≤ n ≤ K++K−, m >
K+ +K−.
Now let us consider the second reduction constraint in eq. (41), u0,i = 1. Following the
standard Dirac reduction prescription we obtain for the Dirac brackets
{un,i, um,j}
red
p =
(
{un,i, um,j}p
)∣∣∣
u0,i=1
− △p(un,i, um,j), p = 1, 2
with the correction term
△p(un,i, um,j) =
(∑
i
′
,j
′
{un,i, u0,i′}p{u0,i′ , u0,j′}
−1
p {u0,j′ , um,j}p
)∣∣∣∣
u0,i=1
.
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In the case of the first Poisson brackets {u0,i, um,j}1 = 0 for any m. Thus, one can conclude
that the first Poisson brackets (39) are not modified, and they can simply be restricted by
imposing the constraints (41).
Before investigating the second Poisson brackets (40) we supply the fields un,i and vn,i with
the boundary conditions
lim
i→±∞
un,i = lim
i→±∞
vn,i = 0, n 6= 0 (44)
and introduce a new notation δi,j−n := (Λ
n)i,j which is useful in what follows. One can verify
that in the new notation the multiplication of matrices results in adding powers of the operators
Λ:
δi,j′+nδj′ ,j+m := Λ
−n
i,j
′Λ
−m
j
′
,j
= Λ−m−ni,j .
Then, one can represent the correction term for the reduced second Poisson brackets as follows:
△2(un,i, um,j) = 1/2(−1)
jun,i[(1− Λ
K+−n)(1 + Λ−K
+
)
(ΛK
+
− Λ−K
+
)−1(1 + ΛK
+
)(1− (−1)mΛm−K
+
)]i,jum,j.
In general, the reduced second Poisson brackets are nonlocal since the inverse matrix
(Λ2ν − Λ−2ν)−1 = (1 + Λ2ν)−1(1− Λ−ν)−1(1 + Λ−ν)−1,
being considered as an operator acting in the space of functionals with boundary conditions
(44) can be expressed via infinite sums
(1− Λ−ν)−1 = λ1
∞∑
k=0
Λ−kν − (1− λ1)
∞∑
k=1
Λkν,
(1 + Λ−ν)−1 = λ2
∞∑
k=0
(−1)kΛ−kν + (1− λ2)
∞∑
k=1
(−1)kΛkν,
where λ1 and λ2 are arbitrary parameters. However, in the particular case K
+ = 2 the Dirac
bracket becomes local, since the nonlocality is eliminated due to the contraction of the matrix
with its inverse matrix. Indeed, one has
1− Λν = (1− Λ−1)(δ−ν,0
0∑
k=ν+1
Λk − δ+ν,0
ν∑
k=1
Λk),
1− (−1)νΛν = (1 + Λ−1)(δ−ν,0
0∑
k=ν+1
(−1)kΛk − δ+ν,0
ν∑
k=1
(−1)kΛk)
and for K+ = 2 the Dirac brackets are local
△2(un,i, um,j) = 1/2(−1)
jun,i[(1 + Λ
−2)
(δ+n,2
0∑
k=3−n
Λk − δ−n,2
2−n∑
k=1
Λk)(δ−m,2
0∑
s=m−1
(−1)sΛs − δ+m,2
m−2∑
s=1
(−1)sΛs)]i,jum,j. (45)
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As an example, we finish this section discussing the explicit form of the second Hamiltonian
structure of the 1D (2, 2)-Toda lattice hierarchy. The Lax operator defining this hierarchy is
parameterized as follows:
L2,2 = uie
2∂ + γie
∂ + ci + ρie
−∂ + die
−2∂.
Using eqs. (39), (40) and (45) one can derive the corresponding first Hamiltonian structure
{di, cj}1 = (−1)
jdi(δi,j − δi,j+2),
{ci, ρj}1 = −(−1)
jρj(δi,j−1 + δi,j),
{ρi, ρj}1 = (−1)
j(diδi,j−1 − djδi,j+1),
{γi, γj}1 = (−1)
j(δi,j−1 − δi,j+1) (46)
and the second Hamiltonian structure
{di, dj}2 = 1/2(−1)
jdidj(1 + ∆)(δi,j−2 − δi,j+2),
{di, ρj}2 = 1/2(−1)
jdiρj((1−∆)(δi,j + δi,j+1)− (1 + ∆)(δi,j−1 + δi,j+2)),
{di, cj}2 = (−1)
jdicj(δi,j − δi,j+2),
{di, γj}2 = 1/2(−1)
jdiγj((1−∆)(δi,j + δi,j+3)− (1 + ∆)(δi,j+1 + δi,j+2)),
{di, uj}2 = 1/2(−1)
jdiuj(1−∆)(δi,j − δi,j−4),
{ci, cj}2 = (−1)
j(uidjδi,j−2 − ujdiδi,j+2 + γiρjδi,j−1 + γjρiδi,j+1),
{ci, ρj}2 = (−1)
j(diγjδi,j+1 + djγiδi,j−2 − ciρj(δi,j + δi,j−1)),
{ci, γj}2 = −(−1)
j(uiρjδi,j−1 + ujρiδi,j+2),
{ρi, ρj}2 = (−1)
j(cidjδi,j−1 − cjdiδi,j+1 − 1/2ρiρj(1 + ∆)(δi,j+1 + δi,j−1)),
{ρi, γj}2 = (−1)
j(uidjδi,j−1 − ujdiδi,j+3 − ρiγj(δi,j+1 − 1/2(1−∆)(δi,j + δi,j−2))),
{ρi, uj}2 = 1/2(−1)
jρiuj(1−∆)(δi,j − δi,j+1 + δi,j+2 − δi,j+3),
{γi, γj}2 = (−1)
j(uicjδi,j−1 − ujciδi,j+1 − 1/2γiγj(1−∆)(δi,j+1 + δi,j−1)),
{γi, uj}2 = 1/2(−1)
jγiuj(1−∆)(δi,j − δi,j+1 + δi,j+2 − δi,j−1)),
{ui, uj}2 = 1/2(−1)
juiuj(1−∆)(δi,j+2 − δi,j−2), (47)
where only nonzero brackets are written down. Here we have introduced the parameter ∆ which
for the unreduced brackets is equal to zero, ∆ = 0, and for the Dirac reduced brackets with
the reduction constraint ui = 1 is equal to one, ∆ = 1. In the latter case, algebras (46) and
(47) reproduce, respectively, the first and second Hamiltonian structures of the 1D generalized
fermionic Toda lattice hierarchy found in [11] by a heuristic approach.
7 Bi-Hamiltonian structure of 2D fermionic (K+, K−)-TL
hierarchy
In this section, we construct the bi-Hamiltonian structure of the 2D fermionic (K+, K−)-TL
hierarchy. This hierarchy is associated with two Lax operators (24) belonging to the operator
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space (4). Following [13] we consider the associative algebra on the space of the direct sum of
two difference operators
g := O+
K+
⊕O−
K−
. (48)
However, in contrast to the case of pure bosonic 2D TL hierarchy, the difference operators in
the direct sum (48) can be of both opposite and equal diagonal Z2-parity. It turns out that the
Poisson brackets can correctly be defined only for the latter case. In what follows we restrict
ourselves to the case when both operators in g (48) have the same diagonal parity.
We denote (x+, x−) elements of such algebra g = g† with the product
(x+1 , x
−
1 ) · (x
+
2 , x
−
2 ) = (x
+
1 x
+
2 , x
−
1 x
−
2 ), (49)
and define the inner product as follows:
< (x+, x−) >:= str(x+ + x−), (50)
where x+ ∈ O+K1, x
− ∈ O−K2 . Using this definition we set the Poisson bracket to be
{f1, f2} =< (O
+
K+
,O−
K−
), [∇f1,∇f2}
⊕ >, (51)
where
[∇f1,∇f2}
⊕ := ([∇f+1 , (∇f
+
2 )
∗(d
∇f
+
1
)
}, [∇f−1 , (∇f
−
2 )
∗(d
∇f
−
1
)
}),
fk are functionals on g (48), and ∇fk[(O
+
K+
,O−
K−
)] = (∇f+k ,∇f
−
k ) are their gradients which
can be found from the definition
∂fk[(O
+
K+
,O−
K−
) + ǫ(δO+
K+
, δO−
K−
)]
∂ǫ
∣∣∣∣
ǫ=0
= < (δO+
K+
, δO−
K−
), (∇f+k ,∇f
−
k ) >
= < δO+
K+
,∇f+k > + < δO
−
K−
,∇f−k > .
In order to obtain nontrivial Hamiltonian dynamics, one needs to modify the bracket (51)
applying the R-matrix
[∇f1,∇f2}
⊕ −→ [∇f1,∇f2}
⊕
R = [R(∇f1),∇f2}
⊕ + [∇f1, R(∇f2)}
⊕.
The R-matrix acts on the space (48) in the nontrivial way and mixes up the elements from two
subalgebras in the direct sum with each other
R(x+, x−) = (x++ − x
+
− + 2x
−
−, x
−
− − x
−
+ + 2x
+
+) (52)
which is a crucial point of the R-matrix approach in the two-dimensional case [13]. This
R-matrix allows one to find two compatible Poisson structures and rewrite the Lax-pair repre-
sentation (25) in the Hamiltonian form.
By construction the R-matrix (52) satisfies the graded modified Yang-Baxter equation
R([(x+, x−), (y+, y−)}R)− [R(x
+, x−), R(y+, y−)} = α[(x+, x−), (y+, y−)} (53)
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with α = 1. In order to show this, we simply repeat the arguments of [13] representing the
R-matrix as the difference R = Π− Π¯ of two projection operators
Π(x+, x−) = (x++ + x
−
−, x
+
+ + x
−
−), Π¯(x
+, x−) = (x+− − x
−
−, x
−
+ − x
+
+)
Π(x+, x−) + Π¯(x+, x−) = (x+, x−), Π2 = Π, Π¯2 = Π¯, Π¯Π = ΠΠ¯ = 0.
Therefore, the R-matrix (52) provides the splitting of the algebra g and solves the modified
graded Yang-Baxter equation (53).
The two-dimensional R-matrix is not graded antisymmetric, its adjoint counterpart R† looks
like
R†(x+, x−) = (x+60 − x
+
>0 + 2x
−
60, x
−
>0 − x
−
60 + 2x
+
>0) = Π
† − Π¯†,
where the dual projections are
Π†(x+, x−) = (x+60 + x
−
60, x
+
>0 + x
−
>0),
Π¯†(x+, x−) = (x+>0 − x
−
60, x
−
60 − x
+
>0).
The direct verification by substitution in (53) shows that the graded antisymmetric part
1/2(R(x+, x−)− R†(x+, x−)) = (x+>0 − x
+
<0 − x
−
0 , x
−
<0 − x
−
>0 + x
+
0 )
also satisfies the graded modified Yang-Baxter equation (53). Therefore, by Theorem of Sec-
tion 3 there exist two Poisson structures on g (48).
Using eqs. (20–21), (49–50), (52) and cyclic permutations inside the supertrace (9) we
obtain the following general form of the first and second Poisson brackets:
{f, g}i = < P
+
i (∇g
+,∇g−), (∇f+)∗(d∇g) >
+ < P−i (∇g
+,∇g−), (∇f−)∗(d∇g) >, i = 1, 2, (54)
where d∇g := d∇g+ = d∇g−. The Poisson tensors in eq. (54) are found for any values of
(K+, K−) for the first Hamiltonian structure
P+1 (∇g
+,∇g−) = [(∇g−− −∇g
+
−)
∗(K+), (L+
K+
)∗(d∇g)}
− ([L+
K+
,∇g+}+ [L−
K−
,∇g−})60,
P−1 (∇g
+,∇g−) = [(∇g++ −∇g
−
+)
∗(K−), (L−
K−
)∗(d∇g)}
− ([L+
K+
,∇g+}+ [L−
K−
,∇g−})>0,
while for the second Hamiltonian structure we constructed the explicit expression of the Poisson
tensors for even values of (K+, K−) only
P+2 (∇g
+,∇g−) = 1/2
(
[(∇g−(L−
K−
)∗(dg) + L−
K−
∇g−
− ∇g+(L+
K+
)∗(dg) − L+
K+
∇g+)−, (L
+
K+
)∗(dg)}
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− L+
K+
([L+
K+
,∇g+}+ [L−
K−
,∇g−})60
− ([L+
K+
,∇g+}+ [L−
K−
,∇g−})60 (L
+
K+
)∗(dg)
)
,
P−2 (∇g
+,∇g−) = 1/2
(
[(∇g+(L+
K+
)∗(dg) + L+
K+
∇g+
− ∇g−(L−
K−
)∗(dg) − L−
K−
∇g−)+, (L
−
K−
)∗(dg)}
− L−
K−
([L+
K+
,∇g+}+ [L−
K−
,∇g−})>0
− ([L+
K+
,∇g+}+ [L−
K−
,∇g−})>0 (L
−
K−
)∗(dg)
)
.
The Poisson brackets for the functions un,i and vn,i parameterizing the Lax operators (24)
can explicitly be derived from (54) if one takes into account that
∇un,ξ ≡ (∇u
+
n,ξ,∇u
−
n,ξ) = (e
(n−K+)∂(−1)iδi,ξ, 0),
∇vn,ξ ≡ (∇v
+
n,ξ,∇v
−
n,ξ) = (0, e
(K−−n)∂(−1)iδi,ξ).
In such a way one can obtain the following expressions:
{un,i, um,j}1 = (−1)
j(δ−
n,K+
+ δ−
m,K+
− 1)
(
un+m−K+,iδi,j+n−K+
− (−1)(m+K
+)(n+K++1)un+m−K+,jδi,j−m+K+
)
,
{un,i, vm,j}1 = (−1)
j
[
δ+
m,K−
(
(−1)(m+K
−)(n+K++1)un−m+K−,jδi,j+m−K−
− un−m+K−,iδi,j+n−K+
)
+ (δ−
n,K+
− 1)
(
vm−n+K+,iδi,j+n−K+
− (−1)(m+K
−)(n+K++1)vm−n+K+,jδi,j+m−K−
)]
,
{vn,i, vm,j}1 = (−1)
j(1− δ+
n,K−
− δ+
m,K−
)
(
vn+m−K−,iδi,j−n+K−
− (−1)(m+K
−)(n+K−+1)un+m−K−,jδi,j+m−K−
)
(55)
for the first Hamiltonian structure and
{un,i, um,j}2 = − (−1)
j 1
2
[
un,ium,j(δi,j+n−K+ − (−1)
mδi,j−m+K+)
+
n+m∑
k=0
(δ+m,k − δ
−
m,k)
(
(−1)mkun+m−k,iuk,jδi,j+n−k
− (−1)m(n+k+1)uk,iun+m−k,jδi,j−m+k
)]
,
{un,i, vm,j}2 = −(−1)
j 1
2
[
un,ivm,j
(
δi,j + δi,j+n−K+
− (−1)m(δi,j+m−K− + δi,j+n+m−K+−K−)
)
+ 2
m−1∑
k=max(0,m−n)
(
un−m+k,ivk,j+m−kδi,j+n−K+
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− (−1)(n+1)mvk,jun−m+k,i+k−mδi,j+m+K−
)]
,
{vn,i, vm,j}2 = (−1)
j 1
2
[
vn,ivm,j(δi,j−n+K− − (−1)
mδi,j+m−K−)
−
n+m∑
k=0
(δ+m,k − δ
−
m,k)
(
(−1)mkvn+m−k,ivk,jδi,j−n+k
− (−1)m(n+k+1)vk,ivn+m−k,jδi,j+m−k
)]
(56)
for the second Hamiltonian structure; the latter is valid for even values of (K+, K−) only.
The reduction, according the reduction constraint u0,i = 1, does not require any correction
terms for the first Hamiltonian structure (55) because {u0,i, un,j} = {u0,i, vn,j} = 0. For the
second Hamiltonian structure the correction terms are
△2(un,i, um,j) = 1/2(−1)
jun,i(1− Λ
K+−n)(1 + Λ−K
+
)
(ΛK
+
− Λ−K
+
)−1(1 + ΛK
+
)(1− (−1)mΛm−K
+
)um,j,
△2(un,i, vm,j) = 1/2(−1)
jun,i(1− Λ
K+−n)(1 + Λ−K
+
)
(ΛK
+
− Λ−K
+
)−1(1 + ΛK
+
)(1− (−1)mΛK
−−m)vm,j,
△2(vn,i, vm,j) = 1/2(−1)
jvn,i(1− Λ
n−K−)(1 + Λ−K
+
)
(ΛK
+
− Λ−K
+
)−1(1 + ΛK
+
)(1− (−1)mΛK
−−m)vm,j (57)
and they are nonlocal due to the presence of (ΛK
+
− Λ−K
+
)−1 in the r.h.s. of eq. (57).
However, there are unique values of (K+, K−) when nonlocal terms are eliminated. Indeed, for
K+ = K− = 2 eqs. (57) become local
△2(un,i, um,j) = 1/2(−1)
jun,i(1 + Λ
−2)
(δ+n,2
0∑
k=3−n
Λk − δ−n,2
2−n∑
k=1
Λk)(δ−m,2
0∑
s=m−1
(−1)sΛs − δ+m,2
m−2∑
s=1
(−1)sΛs)um,j,
△2(un,i, vm,j) = 1/2(−1)
jun,i(1 + Λ
−2)
(δ+n,2
0∑
k=3−n
Λk − δ−n,2
2−n∑
k=1
Λk)(δ+m,2
0∑
s=3−m
(−1)sΛs − δ−m,2
2−m∑
s=1
(−1)sΛs)vm,j,
△2(vn,i, vm,j) = 1/2(−1)
jvn,i(1 + Λ
−2)
(δ−n,2
0∑
k=n−1
Λk − δ+n,2
n−2∑
k=1
Λk)(δ+m,2
0∑
s=3−m
(−1)sΛs − δ−m,2
2−m∑
s=1
(−1)sΛs)vm,j.
The Hamiltonian structures thus obtained possess the properties (12–14) with dO = dL+
K+
=
dL−
K−
. Using them one can rewrite flows (27–30) for even values of (K+, K−) in the bi-
Hamiltonian form
D±s
(
u
(r)
n,i
v
(r)
n,i
)
= {
(
u
(r)
n,i
v
(r)
n,i
)
, H±s+1}1 = {
(
u
(r)
n,i
v
(r)
n,i
)
, H±s }2,
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with Hamiltonians
H+s =
1
s
str(L+
K+
)s∗ =
1
s
∞∑
i=−∞
(−1)iu
(s)
sK+,i
,
H−s =
1
s
str(L−
K−
)s∗ =
1
s
∞∑
i=−∞
(−1)iv
(s)
sK−,i
. (58)
For odd values of (K+, K−) one can reproduce the bosonic flows of (27–30) only. In this case
eqs. (58), due to relation (17), give only fermionic nonzero Hamiltonians using which the
bosonic flows can be generated via odd first Hamiltonian structure (55)
D±2s
(
u
(r)
n,i
v
(r)
n,i
)
= {
(
u
(r)
n,i
v
(r)
n,i
)
, H±2s+1}1.
One remark is in order. In Sec. 6, we derived the bi-Hamiltonian structure for the 1D
fermionic (K+, K−)-TL hierarchy in the R-matrix approach applying the R-matrix formal-
ism developed in Sec. 3. However, the 1D fermionic (K+, K−)-TL hierarchy is obtained as
a reduction of the 2D fermionic (K+, K−)-TL hierarchy with the reduction constraint (36).
Therefore, this reduction constraint can be carried over into Hamiltonian structures and the bi-
Hamiltonian structure for the 1D fermionic (K+, K−)-TL hierarchy can equivalently be derived
from that of the 2D hierarchy just by reduction with the corresponding constraint. Actually,
this reduction amounts to the extraction of subalgebras in the Hamiltonian structures for the
2D fermionic (K+, K−)-TL hierarchy. Indeed, one can verify that the fields un,i (0 ≤ n ≤ K
+)
and vn,i (0 ≤ n ≤ K
− − 1) form subalgebras for even values of (K+, K−) in both the first (55)
and the second (56) Hamiltonian structures and these subalgebras are the first (39) and the
second (40) Hamiltonian structures, respectively, if one redefines the fields as follows:
un,i = un,i, 0 ≤ n ≤ K
+
uK++K−−n,i = −vn,i, 0 ≤ n ≤ K
− − 1.
8 Conclusion
In this paper, we have generalized the R-matrix method to the case of Z2-graded operators
with an involution and found that there exist two Poisson bracket structures. The first Poisson
bracket is defined for both odd and even operators with Z2-grading while the second one is
found for even operators only. It was shown that properties of the Poisson brackets were
provided by the properties of the generalized graded bracket. We have deduced the operator
form of the graded modified Yang-Baxter equation and demonstrated that for the class of graded
antisymmetric R-matrices it was equivalent to the tensor form of the graded classical Yang-
Baxter equation. Then we have proposed the Lax-pair representation in terms of the generalized
graded bracket of the new 2D fermionic (K+, K−)-Toda lattice hierarchy and demonstrated that
this hierarchy included all known up to now 2D supersymmetric TL equations as subsystems.
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Next we have considered the reduction of this hierarchy to the 1D space and reproduced the
1D generalized fermionic TL equations [11]. Finally, we have applied the developed R-matrix
formalism to derive the bi-Hamiltonian srtucture of the 1D and 2D fermionic (K+, K−)-TL
hierarchies. For even values of (K+, K−) both even first and second Hamiltonian structures
were obtained and for this case all the flows of the 2D fermionic (K+, K−)-TL hierarchy can be
rewritten in a bi-Hamiltonian form. For odd values of (K+, K−) odd first Hamiltonian structure
was found and for this case only bosonic flows of the 2D fermionic (K+, K−)-TL hierarchy can
be represented in a Hamiltonian form using fermionic Hamiltonians.
Thus, the problem of Hamiltonian description of the fermionic flows of the 2D fermionic
(K+, K−)-TL hierarchy is still open. Other problems yet to be answered are the construction
of the second Hamiltonian structure (if any) for odd Lax operators and of the Hamiltonian
structures (if any) for Lax operators L+K and L
−
M of opposite Z2-parities. All these questions
are a subject for future investigations.
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Appendix A
Here we show that the graded modified Yang-Baxter equation (19) for the case of graded
antisymmetric operators R is equivalent to the tensor form of the graded classical Yang-Baxter
equation introduced in the pioneer paper [15]
[r12, r13 + r23] + [r13, r23] = 0. (A.1)
Let G be a superalgebra with the generators eµ (µ = 1, . . . , n+m), the structure constants
Cρµν and the graded Lie bracket
{eµ, eν} = eµeν − (−1)
dµdνeνeµ = C
ρ
µνeρ,
where dµ is the Grassmann parity of the generator eµ and dµ = 0, if µ = 1, . . . , n and dµ = 1,
if µ = n+ 1, . . . , n+m.
For the generators of the algebra G the graded modified Yang-Baxter equation (19) at α = 1
takes the form
R({Reξ, eγ}) +R({eξ, R eγ})− {Reξ, R eγ} = {eξ, eγ}
which can equivalently be rewritten as follows:
(RβξC
α
βγR
µ
α +R
β
γC
α
ξβR
µ
α − R
β
γR
α
ξC
µ
αβ) eµ = C
µ
ξγeµ. (A.2)
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Let us define an invariant supersymmetric non-degenerate bi-linear form associated with
some representation of G
< x, y >:= str(x y) for any x, y ∈ G
using which one can introduce the dual basis eµ in superalgebra G
< eµ, eν >= δ
µ
ν
and the supermetric
ηµν =< eµ, eν >, η
µν =< eµ, eν >, ηµν = −(−1)dµηνµ = (ηνµ)
−1
by which one can raise and lower indices as follows:
eα = ηαβe
β, eα = (−1)dαηαβeβ = eβη
βα, ηανC
ν
γµη
βµ = Cβαγ . (A.3)
Note that supermetric ηµν and R
µ
ν are even matrices, i.e., for any their nonzero entry one has
dµ + dν = 0.
Now we take the graded tensor product of both sides of eq. (A.2) with eξ ⊗ eγ and using
relations (A.3) rewrite it in the following form:
((−1)dλRνβRαµCλαβ + (−1)
dµRλβRαµCνβα
−(−1)dµRλβRναCµαβ) eµ ⊗ eν ⊗ eλ = η
νξηλγCµξγ eµ ⊗ eν ⊗ eλ, (A.4)
where
Rαβ = (−1)dαηαγRβγ , R
β
α = ηαγR
γβ .
Here we use the graded tensor product
(eµ ⊗ eν)(eλ ⊗ eξ) = (−1)
dνdλ(eµeλ ⊗ eνeξ), (A.5)
(eµ ⊗ eν)
i1 i2
j1 j2
= (eµ)i1j1(eν)i2j2(−1)
di2 (di1+dj1 ), (A.6)
where di(dj) means the Grassmann parity of the row (column) of the supermatrix element (eµ)ij
[15] and one has di + dj = dµ for any nonzero (eµ)ij.
Assume further that the operator R is graded antisymmetric, i.e.,
Rµν = −(−1)dµRνµ ⇐⇒ < Rx, y >= − < x,R y >
and define two (n +m)× (n+m) matrices
r˜ = Rαβeα ⊗ eβ, t = (−1)
dαηαβeα ⊗ eβ,
where r˜ is antisymmetric, r˜i1 i2j1 j2 = −r˜
i2 i1
j2 j1
and t is the tensor Casimir element invariant with
respect to the adjoint action
[t, x⊗ 1 + 1⊗ x] = 0 for any x ∈ G.
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Note that r˜ and t are even matrices, i.e., di1 + di2 + dj1 + dj2 = 0 for any r˜
i1 i2
j1 j2
6= 0 or ti1 i2j1 j2 6= 0.
Defining triple graded tensor products
r˜12 = R
αβ(eα ⊗ eβ ⊗ 1), r˜13 = R
αβ(eα ⊗ 1⊗ eβ), r˜23 = R
αβ(1⊗ eα ⊗ eβ),
t12 = η
βα(eα ⊗ eβ ⊗ 1), t13 = η
βα(eα ⊗ 1⊗ eβ), t23 = η
βα(1⊗ eα ⊗ eβ)
and using eqs. (A.2) and (A.5) one can find that eq. (A.4) reads
[r˜12, r˜13 + r˜23] + [r˜13, r˜23] = −[t12, t13] (A.7)
that is the tensor form of the graded modified classical Yang-Baxter equation (see e.g. [23]).
In order to reproduce the graded classical Yang-Baxter equation with the zero in the r.h.s one
needs to introduce a new matrix
r = r˜ + t, r˜12 = 1/2(r12 − r21), t12 = 1/2(r12 + r21)
for which eq. (A.7) takes the form (A.1). Thus, for the case of graded antisymmetric operatorsR
we have established the equivalence of equations (19) at α = 1 and (A.1) which are, respectively,
the operator form of the graded modified classical Yang-Baxter equation and the tensor form
of the graded classical Yang-Baxter equation. Note that the former equation is a more general
one, since it admits solutions which are not graded antisymmetric.
For completeness we give here the component form of eq. (A.1)
ri1i2k j2r
k i3
j1j3
(−1)dj2 (di3+dj3 ) − ri1i3k j3r
k i2
j1j2
(−1)di2 (di3+dj3 )
+ ri1i3j1 kr
i2 k
j2j3
(−1)di2 (di1+dj1 ) − ri2i3j2 k r
i1 k
j1j3
(−1)dj2 (di1+dj1 )
+ ri1i2j1 kr
k i3
j2j3
− ri2i3k j3r
i1 k
j1j2
= 0,
where eq. (A.6) is used when calculating the triple tensor products.
Appendix B
In this Appendix we investigate bi-linear bracket (21) and establish conditions on the R-
matrix and its graded antisymmetric part which are necessary in order the bracket (21) be the
Poisson bracket. Therefore, we need to verify the Jacobi identities for any f, g and h in g
(−1)dhdg{h, {f, g}2}2 + c. p. = −1/4(−1)
dhdg < [O,∇({f, g}2)}·
R
(
(∇h)∗(dg+df )O∗(df+dg+dh) +O∗(dg+df )(∇h)∗(dg+df )
)
− R
(
∇({f, g}2)O
∗(dg+df ) +O∇({f, g}2)
)
·
[O∗(dg+df ), (∇h)∗(dg+df )} > + c. p. = 0, (B.1)
where
∇({f, g}2) = −1/4
[
∇g R((∇f)∗(dg)O∗(df+dg) +O∗(dg)(∇f)∗(dg))
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+R(O∇g +∇gO∗(dg)) (∇f)∗(dg))
+∇g R†((∇f)∗(dg)O∗(df+dg) −O∗(dg)(∇f)∗(dg))
+R†(O∇g −∇gO∗(dg)) (∇f)∗(dg))
−(−1)df dg
(
R(∇fO∗(df ) +O∇f) (∇g)∗(df )
+∇f R((∇g)∗(df )O∗(df+dg) +O∗(df )(∇g)∗(df ))
+∇f R†((∇g)∗(df )O∗(df+dg) −O∗(df )(∇g)∗(df ))
+R†(∇fO∗(df ) −O∇f) (∇g)∗(df )
)]
. (B.2)
Inserting (B.2) into (B.1) after tedious but straightforward calculations we get for the Jacobi
identities
(−1)df (dh+dg)< [O, h}
(
[R†F−, R
†G−}+ [RF+, RG+} − R([F+, G+}R)
)
> +c.p. = 0,
where we introduce the notation
F± = O
∗(dh)(∇f)∗(dh) ± (∇f)∗(dh)O∗(dh+df )
G± = O
∗(dh+df )(∇g)∗(dh+df ) ± (∇g)∗(dh+df )O∗(dh+df+dg)
for brevity. For any linear map R and its graded antisymmetric part A = 1/2(R−R†) one has
the identity
(−1)df (dh+dg) < [O, h}[R†F−, R
†G−} > +c.p.
= (−1)df (dh+dg) < [O, h}
(
4/3([AF−, AG−} − A([F+, G+}A)
− ([RF−, RG−} − R([F−, G−}R)
)
> +c.p. (B.3)
Now using (B.3) and the following identity
(−1)df (dh+dg) < [O, h}
(
[F−, G−}+ 3[F+, G+})
)
> +c.p. = 0,
which can directly be verified, we finally rewrite the Jacobi identities with an arbitrary param-
eter α as follows:
(−1)df (dh+dg) < [O, h}
(
[RF+, RG+} − R([F+, G+}R) + α[F+, G+}
− ([RF−, RG−} −R([F−, G−}R) + α[F−, G−}
+ 4/3([AF−, AG−} − A([F−, G−}A) + α[F−, G−})
)
> +c.p. = 0.
Now it is obvious that the Jacobi identities are satisfied if R and its graded antisymmetric part
A obey the graded modified Yang-Baxter equation (19) with the same α.
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